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Abstract
The local geometry of high dimensional neu-
ral network loss landscapes can both chal-
lenge our cherished theoretical intuitions as
well as dramatically impact the practical suc-
cess of neural network training. Indeed recent
works have observed 4 striking local prop-
erties of neural loss landscapes on classifi-
cation tasks: (1) the landscape exhibits ex-
actly C directions of high positive curvature,
where C is the number of classes; (2) gradi-
ent directions are largely confined to this ex-
tremely low dimensional subspace of positive
Hessian curvature, leaving the vast major-
ity of directions in weight space unexplored;
(3) gradient descent transiently explores in-
termediate regions of higher positive curva-
ture before eventually finding flatter minima;
(4) training can be successful even when con-
fined to low dimensional random affine hy-
perplanes, as long as these hyperplanes in-
tersect a Goldilocks zone of higher than av-
erage curvature. We develop a simple theo-
retical model of gradients and Hessians, jus-
tified by numerical experiments on architec-
tures and datasets used in practice, that si-
multaneously accounts for all 4 of these sur-
prising and seemingly unrelated properties.
Our unified model provides conceptual in-
sights into the emergence of these properties
and makes connections with diverse topics
in neural networks, random matrix theory,
and spin glasses, including the neural tangent
kernel, BBP phase transitions, and Derrida’s
random energy model.
1 Introduction
The geometry of neural network loss landscapes and
the implications of this geometry for both optimiza-
tion and generalization have been subjects of intense
interest in many works, ranging from studies on the
lack of local minima at significantly higher loss than
that of the global minimum [1, 2] to studies debating
relations between the curvature of local minima and
their generalization properties [3, 4, 5, 6]. Fundamen-
tally, the neural network loss landscape is a scalar loss
function over a very high D dimensional parameter
space that could depend a priori in highly nontriv-
ial ways on the very structure of real-world data itself
as well as intricate properties of the neural network
architecture. Moreover, the regions of this loss land-
scape explored by gradient descent could themselves
have highly atypical geometric properties relative to
randomly chosen points in the landscape. Thus un-
derstanding the shape of loss functions over high di-
mensional spaces with potentially intricate dependen-
cies on both data and architecture, as well as biases in
regions explored by gradient descent, remains a signif-
icant challenge in deep learning. Indeed many recent
studies explore extremely intriguing properties of the
local geometry of these loss landscapes, as character-
ized by the gradient and Hessian of the loss landscape,
both at minima found by gradient descent, and along
the journey to these minima.
In this work we focus on providing a simple, unified ex-
planation of 4 seemingly unrelated yet highly intrigu-
ing local properties of the loss landscape on classifica-
tion tasks that have appeared in the recent literature:
(1) The Hessian eigenspectrum is composed of
a bulk plus C outlier eigenvalues where C is the
number of classes. Recent works have observed
this phenomenon in small networks [7, 8, 9], as well as
large networks [10, 11]. This implies that locally the
loss landscape has C highly curved directions, while it
is much flatter in the vastly larger number of D − C
directions in weight space.
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(2) Gradient aligns with this tiny Hessian sub-
space. Recent work [12] demonstrated that the gra-
dient ~g over training time lies primarily in the subspace
spanned by the top few largest eigenvalues of the Hes-
sianH (equal to the number of classes C). This implies
that most of the descent directions lie along extremely
low dimensional subspaces of high local positive curva-
ture; exploration in the vastly larger number of D−C
available directions in parameter space over training
utilizes a small portion of the gradient.
(3) The maximal Hessian eigenvalue grows,
peaks and then declines during training. Given
widespread interest in arriving at flat minima (e.g. [6])
due to their presumed superior generalization prop-
erties, it is interesting to understand how the local
geometry, and especially curvature, of the loss land-
scape varies over training time. Interestingly, a recent
study [13] found that the spectral norm of the Hessian,
as measured by the top Hessian eigenvalue, displays
a non-monotonic dependence on training time. This
non-monotonicity implies that gradient descent trajec-
tories tend to enter higher positive curvature regions
of the loss landscape before eventually finding the de-
sired flatter regions. Related effects were observed in
[14, 15].
(4) Initializing in a Goldilocks zone of higher
convexity enables training in very low di-
mensional weight subspaces. Recent work [16]
showed, surprisingly, that one need not train all D pa-
rameters independently to achieve good training and
test error; instead one can choose to train only within
a random low dimensional affine hyperplane of param-
eters. Indeed the dimension of this hyperplane can
be far less than D. More recent work [17] explored
how the success of training depends on the position of
this hyperplane in parameter space. This work found
a Goldilocks zone as a function of the initial weight
variance, such that the intersection of the hyperplane
with this Goldilocks zone correlated with training suc-
cess. Furthermore, this Goldilocks zone was character-
ized as a region of higher than usual positive curvature
as measured by the Hessian statistic Trace(H)/||H||.
This statistic takes larger positive values when typical
randomly chosen directions in parameter space exhibit
more positive curvature [17, 18]. Thus overall, the ease
of optimizing over low dimensional hyperplanes corre-
lates with intersections of this hyperplane with regions
of higher positive curvature.
Taken together these 4 somewhat surprising and
seemly unrelated local geometric properties fundamen-
tally challenge our conceptual understanding of the
shape of neural network loss landscapes. It is a pri-
ori unclear how these 4 properties may emerge natu-
rally from the very structure of real-world data, com-
plex neural architectures, and potentially biased ex-
plorations of the loss landscape through the dynamics
of gradient descent starting at a random initialization.
Moreover, it is unclear what specific aspects of data,
architecture and descent trajectory are important for
generating these 4 properties, and what myriad as-
pects are not relevant.
Our main contribution is to provide an extremely sim-
ple, unified model that simultaneously accounts for all
4 of these local geometric properties. Our model yields
conceptual insights into why these 4 properties might
arise quite generically in neural networks solving classi-
fication tasks, and makes connections to diverse topics
in neural networks, random matrix theory, and spin
glasses, including the neural tangent kernel [19, 20],
BBP phase transitions [21, 22], and the random en-
ergy model [23].
The outline of this paper is as follows. We set up the
basic notation and questions we ask about gradients
and Hessians in detail Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 we introduce a
sequence of simplifying assumptions about the struc-
ture of gradients, Hessians, logit gradients and logit
curvatures that enable us to obtain in the end an ex-
tremely simple random model of Hessians and gradi-
ents and how they evolve both over training time and
weight scale. We then immediately demonstrate in
Sec. 4 that all 4 striking properties of local geometry
of the loss landscape emerge naturally from our sim-
ple random model. Finally, in Sec. 5 we give direct
evidence that our simplifying theoretical assumptions
leading to our random model in Sec. 3 are indeed valid
in practice, by performing numerical experiments on
realistic architectures and datasets.
2 Overall framework
Here we describe the local shape of neural loss land-
scapes, as quantified by their gradient and Hessian,
and formulate the main problem we aim to solve: con-
ceptually understanding the emergence of the 4 strik-
ing properties from these two fundamental objects.
2.1 Notation and general setup
We consider a classification task with C classes. Let
{~xµ, ~yµ}Nµ=1 denote a dataset of N input-output vec-
tors where the outputs ~yµ ∈ RC are one-hot vectors,
with all components equal to 0 except a single compo-
nent yµk = 1 if and only if k is the correct class label
for input xµ. We assume a neural network transforms
each input ~xµ into a logit vector ~zµ ∈ RC through
the function ~zµ = F ~W (xµ), where ~W ∈ RD denotes
a D dimensional vector of trainable neural network
parameters. We aim to obtain the aforementioned 4
local properties of the loss landscape as a consequence
of a set of simple properties and therefore we do not
assume the function F ~W corresponds to any particular
architecture such as a ResNet [24], deep convolutional
neural network [25], or a fully-connected neural net-
work. We do assume though that the predicted class
probabilities pµk are obtained from the logits z
µ
k via the
softmax function as
pµk = softmax(~z
µ)k =
exp zµk∑C
l=1 exp z
µ
l
. (1)
We assume network training proceeds by minimizing
the widely used cross-entropy loss, which on a partic-
ular input-output pair {~xµ, ~yµ} is given by
Lµ = −
C∑
k=1
yµk log (p
µ
k) . (2)
The average loss over the dataset then yields a loss
landscape L over the trainable parameter vector ~W :
L( ~W ) = 1
N
N∑
µ=1
Lµ = − 1
N
N∑
µ=1
C∑
k=1
yµk log (p
µ
k) . (3)
2.2 The gradient and the Hessian
In this work we are interested in two fundamental ob-
jects that characterize the local shape of the loss land-
scape L( ~W ), namely its slope, or gradient ~g ∈ RD,
with components given by
gα =
∂L
∂Wα
, (4)
and its local curvature, defined by the D×D Hessian
matrix H, with matrix elements given by
Hαβ =
∂2L
∂Wα∂Wβ
. (5)
Here, Wα is the α
th trainable parameter, or weight
specifying F ~W . Both the gradient and Hessian can
vary over weight space ~W , and therefore over training
time, in nontrivial ways.
In general, the loss Lµ in (2) depends on the logit
vector ~zµ, which in-turn depends on the weights ~W as
Lµ(~zµ( ~W )). We can thus obtain explicit expressions
for the gradient and Hessian with respect to weights
~W in (4) and (5) by first computing the gradient and
Hessian with respect the logits ~z and then applying
the chain-rule. Due to the particular form of the soft-
max function in (1) and cross-entropy loss in (2), the
gradient of the loss Lµ with respect to the logits ~zµ is
(∇zLµ)k =
∂Lµ
∂zµk
= yµk − pµk , (6)
and the Hessian of the loss Lµ with respect to logits is(∇2zLµ)kl = ∂2Lµ∂zµk∂zµl = pµk (δkl − pµl ) . (7)
Then applying the chain rule yields the gradient of L
w.r.t. the weights as
gα =
1
N
N∑
µ=1
C∑
k=1
(yµk − pµk)
∂zµk
∂Wα
(8)
The chain rule also yields the Hessian in (5):
Hαβ =
1
N
N∑
µ=1
C∑
k=1
C∑
l=1
∂zµk
∂Wα
(∇2zLµ)kl ∂zµl∂Wβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
G−term
+
+
1
N
N∑
µ=1
C∑
k=1
(∇zLµ)k
∂2zµk
∂Wα∂Wβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
H−term
. (9)
The Hessian consists of a sum of two-terms which have
been previously referred to as the G-term and H-term
[10], and we adopt this nomenclature here.
The basic equations (6), (7), (8) and (9) constitute
the starting point of our analysis. They describe the
explicit dependence of the gradient and Hessian on a
host of quantities: the correct class labels yµk , the pre-
dicted class probabilities pµk , the logit gradients
∂zµk
∂Wα
and logit curvatures
∂2zµk
∂Wα∂Wβ
. It is conceptually un-
clear how the 4 striking properties of the local shape of
neural network loss landscapes described in Sec. 1 all
emerge naturaly from the explicit expressions in equa-
tions (6), (7), (8) and (9), and moreover, which specific
properties of class labels, probabilities and logits play
a key role in their emergence.
3 Analysis of the gradient and Hessian
In the following subsections, through a sequence of ap-
proximations, motivated both by theoretical consider-
ations and empirical observations, we isolate three key
features that are sufficient to explain the 4 striking
properties: (1) weak logit curvature, (2) clustering of
logit gradients, and (3) freezing of class probabilities,
both over training time and weight scale. We discuss
each of these features in the next three subsections.
3.1 Weakness of logit curvature
We first present a combined set of empirical and the-
oretical considerations which suggest that the G-term
dominates the H-term in (9), in determining the struc-
ture of the top eigenvalues and eigenvectors of neural
network Hessians. First, empirical studies [11, 26, 8]
demonstrate that large neural networks trained on real
data with gradient descent have Hessian eigenspectra
consisting of a continuous bulk eigenvalue distribution
plus a small number of large outlier eigenvalues. More-
over, some of these studies have shown that the spec-
trum of the H-term alone is similar to the bulk spec-
trum of the total Hessian, while the spectrum of the
G-term alone is similar to the outlier eigenvalues of the
total Hessian.
This bulk plus outlier spectral structure is extremely
well understood in a wide array of simpler random ma-
trix models [21, 22]. Without delving into mathemat-
ical details, a common observation underlying these
models is if H = A + E where A is a low rank large
N ×N matrix with a small number of nonzero eigen-
values λAi , while E is a full rank random matrix with a
bulk eigenvalue spectrum, then as long as the eigenval-
ues λAi are large relative to the scale of the eigenvalues
of E, then the spectrum of H will have a bulk plus out-
lier structure. In particular, the bulk spectrum of H
will look similar to that of E, while the outlier eigen-
values λHi of H will be close to the eigenvalues λ
A
i of
A. However, as the scale of E increases, the bulk of
H will expand to swallow the outlier eigenvalues of H.
An early example of this sudden loss of outlier eigen-
values is known as the BBP phase transition [21].
In this analogy A plays the role of the G-term, while
E plays the role of the H-term in (9). However, what
plausible training limits might diminish the scale of
the H-term compared to the G-term to ensure the ex-
istence of outliers in the full Hessian? Indeed recent
work exploring the Neural Tangent Kernel [19, 20]
assumes that the logits zµk depend only linearly on
the weights Wα, which implies that the logit curva-
tures
∂2zµk
∂Wα∂Wβ
, and therefore the H-term are identi-
cally zero. More generally, if these logit curvatures
are weak over the course of training (which one might
expect if the NTK training regime is similar to train-
ing regimes used in practice), then one would expect
based on analogies to simpler random matrix models,
that the outliers of H in (8) are well modelled by the
G-term alone, as empirically observed previously [10].
Based on these combined empirical and theoretical ar-
guments, we model the Hessian using the G-term only:
Hmodelαβ =
1
N
N∑
µ=1
C∑
k,l=1
∂zµk
∂Wα
pµk (δkl − pµl )
∂zµl
∂Wβ
, (10)
where we used (7) for the Hessian w.r.t. logits.
3.2 Clustering of logit gradients
We next examine the logit gradients
∂zµk
∂Wα
, which play
a prominent role in both the Hessian (after neglecting
logit curvature) in (10) and the gradient in (8). Previ-
ous work [27] noted that gradients of the loss Lµ cluster
based on the correct class memberships of input exam-
ples ~xµ. While the loss gradients are not exactly the
logit gradients, they are composed of them. Based on
our own numerical experiments, we investigated and
found strong logit gradient clustering on a range of
networks, architectures, non-linearities, and datasets
as demonstrated in Figure 1 and discussed in detail
Sec. 5.1. In particular, we examined three measures of
logit gradient similarity. First, consider
qSLSC =
1
C
C∑
k=1
1
Nk(Nk − 1)
∑
µ,ν∈k
µ6=ν
cos∠
(
∂zµk
∂ ~W
,
∂zνk
∂ ~W
)
.
(11)
Here SLSC is short for Same-Logit-Same-Class, and
qSLSC measures the average cosine similarity over all
pairs of logit gradients corresponding to the same logit
component k, and all pairs of examples µ and ν be-
longing to the same desired class label k. Nk denotes
the number of examples with correct class label k. Al-
ternatively, one could consider
qSL =
1
C
C∑
k=1
1
N(N − 1)
∑
µ6=ν
cos∠
(
∂zµk
∂ ~W
,
∂zνk
∂ ~W
)
. (12)
Here SL is short for Same-Logit and qSL measures the
average cosine similarity over all pairs of logit gra-
dients corresponding to the same logit component k,
and all pairs of examples µ 6= ν, regardless of whether
the correct class label of examples µ and ν is also k.
Thus qSLSC averages over more restricted set of ex-
ample pairs than does qSL. Finally, consider the null
control
qDL =
1
C(C − 1)
∑
k 6=l
1
N(N − 1)
∑
µ6=ν
cos∠
(
∂zµk
∂ ~W
,
∂zνl
∂ ~W
)
.
(13)
Here DL is short for Different-Logits and qDL measures
the average cosine similarity for all pairs of different
logit components k 6= l and all pairs of examples µ 6= ν.
Extensive numerical experiments detailed in Figure 1
and in Sec. 5.1 demonstrate that both qSLSC and qSL
are large relative to qDL, implying: (1) logit gradients
of logit k cluster together for inputs µ whose ground
truth class is k; (2) logit gradients of logit k also cluster
together regardless of the class label of each example
µ, although slightly less strongly than when the class
Figure 1: The experimental results on clustering of logit gradients for different datasets, architectures, non-
linearities and stages of training. The green bars correspond to qSLSC in Eq. 11, the red bars to qSL in Eq. 12,
and the blue bars to qDL in Eq. 13. In general, the gradients with respect to weights of logits k will cluster well
regardless of the class of the datapoint µ they were evaluated at. For datapoints of true class k, they will cluster
slightly better, while gradients of two logits k 6= l will be nearly orthogonal. This is visualized in Fig 2.
.
Figure 2: A diagram of logit gradient clustering. The
kth logit gradients cluster based on k, regardless of the
input datapoint µ. The gradients coming from exam-
ples µ of the class k cluster more tightly, while gradi-
ents of different logits k and l are nearly orthogonal.
label is restricted to k; (3) logit gradients of two differ-
ent logits k and l are essentially orthogonal; (4) such
clustering occurs not only at initialization but also af-
ter training.
Overall, these results can be viewed schematically as
in Figure 2. Indeed, one can decompose the logit gra-
dients as
∂zµk
∂Wα
≡ ckα + Eµkα , (14)
where the C vectors
{
~ck ∈ RD
}C
k=1
have components
ckα =
1
Nk
∑
µ∈k
∂zµk
∂Wα
, (15)
and Eµkα denotes the example specific residuals. Clus-
tering, in the sense of large qSL, implies the mean logit
gradient components ckα are significantly larger than
the residual components Eµkα. In turn the observation
of small qDL implies that mean logit gradient vectors
~ck and ~cl are essentially orthogonal. Both effects are
depicted schematically in Fig. 2. Overall, this observa-
tion of logit gradient clustering is similar to that noted
in [28], though the explicit numerical modeling and the
focus on the 4 properties in Sec. 1 goes beyond it.
Equations (10) and (14) and suggest a random matrix
approach to modelling the Hessian, as well as a ran-
dom model for the gradient in (8). The basic idea is to
model the mean logit gradients ckα, the residuals E
µ
kα,
and the logits zµk themselves (which give rise to the
class probabilities pµk through (1)) as independent ran-
dom variables. Such a modelling approach neglects
correlations between logit gradients and logit values
across both examples and weights. However, we will
see that this simple modelling assumption is sufficient
to produce the 4 striking properties of the local shape
of neural loss landscapes described in Sec. 1.
In this random matrix modelling approach, we sim-
ply choose the components ckα to be i.i.d. zero mean
Gaussian variables with variance σ2c , while we choose
the residuals to be i.i.d. zero mean Gaussians with
variance σ2E . With this choice, for high dimensional
weight spaces with large D, we can realize the logit
gradient geometry depicted in Fig. 2. Indeed the mean
logit gradient vectors ~ck are approximately orthogonal,
and logit gradients cluster at high SNR =
σ2c
σ2E
with a
clustering value given by qSL = SNRSNR+1 . Finally, insert-
ing the decomposition (14) into (10) and neglecting
cross-terms whose average would be negligible at large
N due to the assumed independence of the logit gra-
dient residuals Eµkα and logits z
µ
k in our model, yields
Hmodelαβ =
C∑
k,l=1
ckα
[
1
N
N∑
µ=1
pµk (δkl − pµl )
]
clβ +
1
N
N∑
µ=1
C∑
k,l=1
Eµkαp
µ
k (δkl − pµl )Eµlβ . (16)
This is the sum of a rank C term with a high rank
noise term, and the larger the logit clustering qSL, the
larger the eigenvalues of the former relative to the lat-
ter, yielding C outlier eigenvalues plus a bulk spectrum
through the BBP analogy described in Sec. 3.1.
While these choices constitute our random model of
logit-gradients, to complete the random model of both
the Hessian in (16) and the gradient in (8), we need to
provide a random model for the logits zµk , or equiva-
lently the class probabilities pµk , which we turn to next.
3.3 Freezing of class probabilities both over
training time and weight scale
A common observation is that over training time, the
predicted softmax class probabilities pµk evolve from
hot, or high entropy distributions near the center of
the C − 1 dimensional probability simplex, to colder,
or lower entropy distributions near the corners of the
same simplex, where the one-hot vectors yµk reside. An
example is shown in Fig. 3 for the case of C = 3 classes
of CIFAR-10. We can develop a simple random model
of this freezing dynamics over training by assuming
the logits zµk themselves are i.i.d. zero mean Gaussian
variables with variance σ2z , and further assuming that
this variance σ2z increases over training time. Direct
evidence for the increase in logit variance over training
time is presented in Fig. 4 and in Sec. 5.2.
The random Gaussian distribution of logits zµk with
variance σ2z in turn yields a random probability vec-
tor ~pµ ∈ RC for each example µ through the softmax
function in (1). This random probability vector is none
other than that found in Derrida’s famous random en-
ergy model [23], which is a prototypical toy example
of a spin glass in physics. Here the negative logits
−zµk play the role of an energy function over C phys-
ical states, the logit variance σ2z plays the role of an
inverse temperature, and ~pµ is thought of as a Boltz-
mann distribution over the C states. At high tem-
perature (small σ2z), the Boltzmann distribution ex-
plores all states roughly equally yielding an entropy
S = −∑Ck=1 pµk log2 pµk ≈ log2 C. Conversely as the
temperature decreases (σ2z increases), the entropy S
decreases, approaching 0, signifying a frozen state in
which ~pµ concentrates on one of the C physical states
(with the particular chosen state depending on the par-
ticular realization of energies −zµk ). Thus this simple
i.i.d. Gaussian random model of logits mimics the be-
havior seen in training simply by increasing σ2z over
training time, yielding the observed freezing of pre-
dicted class probabilities (Fig. 3).
Such a growth in the scale of logits over training is
indeed demonstrated in Fig. 4 and in Sec. 5.2, and it
could arise naturally as a consequence of an increase in
the scale of the weights over training, which has been
previously reported [18, 29]. We note also that the
same freezing of predicted softmax class probabilities
could also occur at initialization as one moves radially
out in weight space, which would then increase the
logit variance σ2z as well. Below in Sec. 4 we will
make use of the assumed feature of freezing of class
probabilities both over increasing training times and
over increasing weight scales at initialization.
4 Deriving loss landscape properties
We are now in a position to exploit the features and
simplifying assumptions made in Sec. 3 to provide
an exceedingly simple unifying model for the gradient
and the Hessian that simultaneously accounts for all
4 striking properties of the neural loss landscape de-
scribed in Sec. 1. We first review the essential simpli-
fying assumptions. First, to understand the top eigen-
values and associated eigenvectors of the Hessian, we
assume the logit curvature term in (9) is weak enough
to neglect, yielding the model Hessian in (10), which
is composed of logit gradients ∂zµk /∂Wα and predicted
class probabilities pµk . In turn, these quantities could
a priori have complex, interlocking dependencies both
over weight space and over training time, leading to
potentially complex behavior of the Hessian and its
relation to the gradient in (8).
We instead model these quantities by simply employ-
ing a set of independent zero mean Gaussian vari-
ables with specific variances that can change over ei-
ther training or over weight space. We assume the
logit gradients decompose as in (14) with mean logit
gradients distributed as ckα ∼ N (0, σ2c ) and resid-
uals distributed as Eµkα ∼ N (0, σ2E). Additionally,
we assume the logits zµk themselves are distributed as
zµkα ∼ N (0, σ2z). As we see next, inserting this col-
lection of i.i.d. Gaussian random variables into the
expressions for the softmax in (1), the gradient in (8),
and the Hessian model in (16), for various choices of
σ2c , σ
2
E and σ
2
z , yields a simple unified model sufficient
to account for the 4 striking observations in Sec. 1.
The results of our model, shown in Fig. 5, 6, 7 and 8,
were obtained using N = 300, C = 10 and D = 1000.
The logit standard deviation was σz = 15, leading to
the average highest predicted probability of p = 0.94.
The logit gradient noise scale was σE = 0.7/
√
D and
Figure 3: The motion of probabilities in the probability simplex a) during training in a real network, and b) as a
function of logit variance σz in our random model. (a) The distribution of softmax probabilities in the probability
simplex for a 3-class subset of CIFAR-10 during an early, middle, and late stage of training a SmallCNN. (b)
The motion of probabilities induced by increasing the logit variance σ2z (blue to red) in our random model and
the corresponding decrease in the entropy of the resulting distributions.
the mean logit gradient scale was σc = 1.0/
√
D, lead-
ing to a same-logit clustering value of qSL = 0.67 that
matches our observations in Fig. 1. We assigned class
labels yµk to random probability vectors p
µ
k so as to ob-
tain a simulated accuracy of 0.95. For the experiments
in Figures 7 and 8, we swept through a range of logit
standard deviations σz from 10
−3 to 102, while also
monotonically increasing σc as observed in real neural
networks in Fig. 4. We now demonstrate that the 4
properties emerge from our model.
Figure 4: The evolution of logit variance, logit gradi-
ent length, and weight space radius with training time.
The top left panel shows that the logit variance across
classes, averaged over examples, grows with training
time. The top right panel shows that logit gradient
lengths grow with training time. The bottom left panel
shows the weight norm grows with training time. All
3 experiments were conducted with a SmallCNN on
CIFAR-10. The bottom right panel shows the logit
variance grows as one moves radially out in weight
space, at random initialization, with no training in-
volved, again in a SmallCNN.
(1) Hessian spectrum = bulk + outliers. Our
random model in Fig. 5 clearly exhibits this property,
consistent with that observed in much more complex
neural networks (e.g. [11]). The outlier emergence is a
direct consequence of high logit-clustering (large qSL),
which ensures that rank C term dominates the high
rank noise term in (16). This dominance yields the
outliers through the BBP phase transition mechanism
described in Sec. 3.1.
Figure 5: The Hessian eigenspectrum in our random
model. Due to logit-clustering it exhibits a bulk +
C − 1 outliers. To obtain C outliers, we can use mean
logit gradients ~ck whose lengths vary with k (data not
shown).
(2) Gradient confinement to principal Hessian
subspace. Figure 6 shows the cosine angle between
the gradient and the Hessian eigenvectors in our ran-
dom model. The majority of the gradient power lies
within the subspace spanned by the top few eigenvec-
tors of the Hessian, consistent with observations in real
neural networks [12]. This occurs because the large
mean logit-gradients ckα contribute both to the gra-
dient in (8) and principal Hessian eigenspace in (16).
(3) Non-monotonic evolution of the top Hessian
eigenvalue with training time. Equating training
time with a growth of logit variance σ2z and a simulta-
neous growth of σ2c while keeping σ
2
c/σ
2
E constant, our
random model exhibits eigenvalue growth then shrink-
Figure 6: The overlap between Hessian eigenvectors
and gradients in our random model. Blue dots de-
note cosine angles between the gradient and the sorted
eigenvectors of the Hessian. The bulk (71% in this par-
ticular case) of the total gradient power lies in the top
10 eigenvectors (out of D = 1000) of the Hessian.
age, as shown in Figure 7 and consistent with observa-
tions on large CNNs trained on realistic datasets [13].
This non-monotonicity arises from a competition be-
tween the shrinkage, due to freezing probabilities pµk
with increasing σ2z , of the eigenvalues of the C by C
matrix with components Pkl =
1
N
∑N
µ=1 p
µ
k (δkl − pµl )
in (16), and the growth of the mean logit gradients ckα
in (16) due to increasing σ2c .
Figure 7: The top eigenvalue of the Hessian in our
random model as a function of the logit standard de-
viation σz (∝ training time as demonstrated in Fig. 4).
We also model logit gradient growth over training by
monotonically increasing σc while keeping σc/σE con-
stant.
(4) The Golidlocks zone: Trace(H)/||H|| is large
(small) for small (large) weight scales. Equat-
ing increasing weight scale with increasing logit scale
σ2z , our random model exhibits this property, as shown
in Fig. 8, and consistent with observations in CNNs
[17]. To replicate the experiments in [17], we project
our Hessian to a random d = 10 dimensional hyper-
plane (data not shown) and verified that the behavior
we observe is also numerically correct. This decrease
in Trace(H)/||H|| (which is approximately invariant to
overall mean logit gradient scale σ2c ) is primarily a con-
sequence of freezing of probabilities pµk with increasing
σ2z .
Figure 8: The Trace(H)/||H|| as a function of the
logit standard deviation σz (∝ training time as show
in Fig. 4). This transition is equivalent to what was
seen for CNNs in [17].
5 Justifying modelling assumptions
Our derivation of the 4 properties of the local shape
of the neural loss landscape in Sec. 4 relied on sev-
eral modelling assumptions in a simple, unified random
model detailed in Sec. 3. These assumptions include:
(1) neglecting logit curvature (introduced and justified
in Sec. 3.1), (2) logit gradient clustering (introduced
in Sec. 3.2 and justified in Sec. 5.1 below), and (3) in-
creases in logit variance both over training time and
weight scale, to yield freezing of class probabilities (in-
troduced in Sec. 3.3 and justified in Sec. 5.2 below).
5.1 Logit gradient clustering
Fig. 1 demonstrates, as hypothesized in Fig. 2, that
logit gradients do indeed cluster together within the
same logit class, and that they are essentially orthogo-
nal between logit classes. We observed this with fully-
connected and convolutional networks, with ReLU and
tanh non-linearites, at different stages of training (in-
cluding initialization), and on different datasets. We
note that these measurements are related, but compli-
mentary to the concept of stiffness in [27].
5.2 Logit variance dependence
Fig. 4 demonstrates 4 empirical facts observed in ac-
tual CNNs trained on CIFAR-10 or at initialization:
(1) logit variance across classes, averaged over ex-
amples, grows with training time; (2) logit gradient
lengths grow with training time; (3) the weight norm
grows with training time; (4) logit variance grows
with weight scale at random initialization. These four
facts justify modelling assumptions used in our ran-
dom model of Hessians and gradients: (1) we can
model training time by increasing σ2z corresponding
to increasing logit variances in the model; while si-
multaneously (2) also increasing σ2c corresponding to
increasing mean logit gradients in the model; (3) we
can model increases in weight scale at random initial-
ization by increasing σ2z . We note the connection be-
tween training epoch and the weight scale has also
been established in [18, 29].
6 Discussion
Overall, we have shown that four non-intuitive, sur-
prising, and seemingly unrelated properties of the lo-
cal geometry of the neural loss landscape can all arise
naturally in an exceedingly simple random model of
Hessians and gradients and how they vary both over
training time and weight scale. Remarkably, we do
not need to make any explicit reference to highly spe-
cialized structure in either the data, the neural ar-
chitecture, or potential biases in regions explored by
gradient descent. Instead the key general properties
we required were: (1) weakness of logit curvature; (2)
clustering of logit gradients as depicted schematically
in Fig. 2 and justified in Fig. 1; (3) growth of logit vari-
ances with training time and weight scale (justified in
Fig. 4) which leads to freezing of softmax output dis-
tributions as shown in Fig. 3. Overall, the isolation
of these key features provides a simple, unified ran-
dom model which explains how 4 surprising properties
described in Sec. 1 might naturally emerge in a wide
range of classification problems.
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